


The patented technology behind FLUID originated as a main resource 

for current and prior successful national political marketing campaigns.

FLUID applies these targeting technologies to B2B, B2C, and

non-profit marketing strategies.



“Talent hits a target no one else can hit, but
genius hits a target no one else can see.”

— Arthur Schopenhauer —



FLUID targets the intended 
audience for your marketing 
goals and *only* your intended
audience will receive your ads,
which increases conversion rates.

FLUID's mission was founded on 
building campaigns to achieve 
results that can be verified by
ROI analysis.

By avoiding known fraud hacks, 
FLUID advertising is delivered 
only to your targeted audience 
via digital IDs captured by FLUID's 
patented data aggregators.

Rather than limit outreach 
to specific websites, FLUID 
identifies the best targets for 
your message.



Every digital device that connects to 
the Internet has a digital ID. The 
digital ID identifies each PC, laptop, 
tablet, or cell phone and provides a 
physical address associated with 
each device.

FLUID’s process delivers ads to real 
people via those devices, locations, 
or associated mailing addresses.
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FLUID's Patented Technology employs algorithms that analyze
each IP address and cross-references it with over 30 online and
offline databases combined with more than 10,000 public data
elements to verify IP addresses to real people.



Targeting of pre-buyer, 

escrow, and new-mover 

consumers 

B2B & B2C solution 

reaching devices on 

targeted local networks

Pre- or Post-Campaigns 

triggered by events

Create new predictable 

audience targets by 

mining your sales data

Data tool that tracks visit 

frequency and demographics 

of targeted audience

Produces mailing addresses 

from targeted anonymous 

site visitors 

Maps device IDs to home 

addresses or home 

addresses to IP Addresses

Identify targets from 

locations of interest —

up to six months ago
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Deliver display and video ads to in-market consumers based on their 
keyword searches on major search engines including Google and Bing. 

1. 
Choose the keywords and geographic 

location(s) to target 

2. 
Leverage the power of an expensive 

p.p.c. campaign without the high costs 

3. 
Access 90% of the available daily

ad inventory on the Internet! 

Example, a consumer types “NYC PI Attorney” on Google. Your keyword list matches the consumer’s search action, which
triggers your ads for your NYC Personal Injury Law Practice to be served.

NEW



Echo-Pixel Plus™ takes the targeting provided by

Echo-Pixel to another level. The data captured

behind the scenes consists 180 million opt-in users

behavior on over 4,000 websites. Once we capture a

user’s IP address we match the captured IP address

with one of the opt-in users and weekly generate a

spreadsheet including name, mailing address, email

address upon availability and

over 250 other demographic attributions



POSTAL ADDRESS MATCHCAPTURED DEVICE 
INFORMATION

YOUR DEMOGRAPHIC AND 
PSYCHOGRAPHC REPORT OF 
CAPTURED WEBSITE VISTORS



Better Marketing. Verified™


